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Section number __ 7_ Randle House - Stanly County, NC 

DESCRIPTION 

On a country road approximately four miles northeast of Norwood, N. C., 
the John Randle House sits amid trees, lawns, and cultivated fields, an environ
ment largely unchanged since the Randles acquired the property in 1778. Lake 
Tillery on the Pee Dee River and some of its coves can be glimpsed across 
meadows from three sides of the house. In woods to the west lies a portion of 
the Kings Highway which ran between Cheraw, S. C. and Salisbury, N. C. To the 
east across a wide field stands a simple frame house with a gable end slate 
chimney. Held to have been a slave dwelling, this house faces a wooded area 
where there is evidence, as yet unexplored, of the ruins of at least two more 
such structures. In the shadow of a gigantic magnolia tree in front of the 
Randle House lies the 1824 grave of John Randle, marked by a four-and one-half 
foot carved and signed headstone and a simple footstone. Of more than 850 acres 
known to have been acquired from 1778 to 1792 by the first John Randle (spelled 
"Randall" by the twentieth century) who lived here, twenty-eight acres remain 
with the house. Approximately fourteen are included in this nomination. The 
remainder of the acreage, on the west side of the property, is now devoted to 
a plant nursery operated by the current owners. Although no outbuildings typical 
to plantation maintenance survive, the main house has been carefully restored. 

1 • Randle House. Contributing. 

The Randle House is a handsome frame house with restrained detailing in the 
transitional Federal/Greek Revival style. Facing north, it is a gable-roofed, 
weatherboarded I-house fronted by a hipped roof porch. Sometime after the main 
block was built, a gable-roofed ell was added to the east end of the south side, 
and later the two-room side kitchen/dining building was joined to the south end 
of the ell. An engaged and partially recessed porch wraps around the kitchen's 
south and west sides. The roof of this wing is hipped with flared eaves at the 
west end and gabled at the east end. A second-story sleeping porch, later 
enclosed, extends from the west side of the ell, and a later bathroom addition 
underneath has been screened by a brick courtyard. Two large, single-shouldered 
brick chimneys flank the gable ends of the main block and another stands at the 
kitchen's gable end. 

The two-story single pile main block rests on four twelve-inch square, hand 
hewn timbers, the corners mortised and tenoned and secured with wooden pins. 
These are supported on piers of handmade bricks. Limbed and debarked tree trunks 
at thirty-inch centers extend the full width of the frame as joists. A brick 
hearth box built under a first level fireplace remains. Joists above the second 
story are hand hewn beams four-and-one-half inches by eight inches by twenty 
feet. Roof rafters are logs five inches in diameter. The foundation enclosure 
of brick was built when the house was restored in 1970 after becoming quite 
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DESCRIPTION (continued) 

deteriorated. A small, glassed cut-away in the weatherboarding on the rear 
elevation exhibits a section of the heavy timber frame construction. 

The facade displays three bays on the first story and two bays above. 
Fenestration is symmetrical except that one of the upper windows is placed 
about six inches higher than the other, extending into the frieze board. Persons 
familiar with the house in the first quarter of this century remember a room 
appended to the east end of the front porch. One maintains the Parkers added 
this as a playroom for their children. 1 It is possible that the roof configura
tion of this addition necessitated the raising of the upper story window. The 
center front entrance has a transom and sidelights around a four-panel door. 
The less-than-full-facade porch, a reconstruction based on ghost marks, covers 
all three bays and has square support posts and a simple turned balustrade. 
Three modern semi-circular brick steps rising to the porch will soon be 
replaced by more appropriate plain wood ones. 

The facade's only ornamentation is provided by narrow pilaster cornerboards 
topped with a flat scroll motif beneath the capitals. These are repeated on the 
other corners. A wide unembellished frieze board tops the siding under the 
eaves: gable eaves are extended with pronounced returns and boxed cornices. 
The original brick chimneys had deteriorated and were replaced during the 1970 
restoration. Windows in the main block are nine-over-nine on the first floor 
and six-over-six on the second floor, all in plain surrounds. 

The two-story weatherboarded ell is an addition as revealed by differences 
of structural members below the first floor and in the attic. The ell is 
finished with the same plain frieze and corner boards as on the main block. 
The kitchen/dining wing appears to have been attached later still, along with 
the porch which wraps around this wing and the west side of the ell. The kitchen 
chimney rests on a slate base. The second-story sleeping porch, added to the 
west side of the ell in the late nineteenth century and converted into a master 
bedroom in 1970, is readily visible on the exterior only from the rear. In 1970, 
a screened porch along the ell was enclosed as a hall, and a bathroom was added 
beneath the former sleeping porch and screened by a brick alcove. 

Flooring throughout the main block is random width pine. In 1970, heavily 
deteriorated plaster was replaced throughout the first level with wallboard 
that was papered or painted. On the second floor, the walls are plaster. Walls 
of the enclosed stairway are flush boards. Ceilings on the first floor are 
flush boards; second story ceilings are plaster. Baseboards range from six 
inches to seven-and-a-half inches tall and are crowned with simple moldings. 
Doors are of two designs: some have four raised panels, others have two vertical 
flat panels. 
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DESCRIPTION (continued) 

The Randle House retains much of its transitional Federal/Greek Revival 
style finish. A doorway with transom and side lights at the rear of the center 
passage replicates the front entrance. (This was an exterior doorway until 1970 
when the porch on the west elevation of the ell was enclosed to form a back hall.) 
An enclosed stairway turns and rises from a transomed opening beside this rear 
doorway. The central passage has simple, flat-panel wainscoting and slightly 
recessed, paneled door and entrance surrounds with panelled corner blocks. 
The unusually wide mantelpieces of the rooms flanking the passage have paired 
pilasters supporting a plain frieze and simply molded shelves reflecting the 
influence of the Greek Revival style. Woodwork in these rooms echoes that in 
the passage. Windows on the west wall of the main block are set ten inches 
higher from the floor than those on the east. The stairway rises to a center 
passage which separates the two upper rooms of the main house. Their fireplaces 
and mantelpieces are slightly smaller than the ones below, the mantels having 
single, plain pilasters on each side and thinner shelves. The smalle~ east room 
has a simple chair rail in the Federal style. The door to this chamber has a 
Georgian hand-forged lock with small knob. 

The first floor room of the ell contains a similar chair rail with simple 
molded crown and random width pine flooring~ Two baths were installed on the 
upper level in 1970. 

The interior of the kitchen/dining wing has been remodelled to adapt to 
modern needs. The ceilings and partition between the rooms were removed,creating 
a large space with modern kitchen appliances at the west end and at the east end 
a living area dominated by a large rebuilt stone fireplace with raised hearth 
and stone flooring extending four feet into the room. The intact end of a 
deteriorated hand hewn beam taken from the main block during the 1970 restoration 
forms the mantel. Windows flanking the fireplace are not balanced: nine-over
nine to the south and six-over-six to the north. A window in the opposite end is 
nine-over-nine. The walls are sheathed in painted wood panels with rough sawn 
boards ~~ranged to resemble exposed supporting timbers. Floors are random cut 
pine. The back hall, once part of the west elevation porch, is floored in local 
Jacob's Creek stone and has rough-cut board and batten walls. 

The 1970 rehabilitation of the Randle House carefully restored the original 
portion of the house, as well as the later two-story ell with the exception of 
the installation of bathrooms. The only major changes are the remodelling of 
the kitchen/dining wing interior and the sunporch and bathroom additions next 
to the ell. Despite renovations and additions, the Randle House retains its salient 
architectural features, presenting the same facade that it did in the early 
nineteenth century. 
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DESCRIPTION (continued) 

2. Slave/Tenant House. Non-contributing. 

Tradition holds that the one-story frame, side-gabled dwelling approximately 
600 feet east of the Randle House was built for slaves. The first section 
consisted of one large room with a fireplace and a shed or lean-to on the east 
elevation. The facade had one bay, a door. Sometime after the Civil War when 
the Parker family housed tenant families there, the shed was enlarged and 
enclosed, and a kitchen/dining room with a wraparound porch was appended to its 
south wall. Early in the twentieth century, another room was joined to the front 
east room making the front portion of the house three rooms wide. The original 
structure was typical of Stanly County's folk-building techniques. The dwelling 
utilizes heavy timber framing and is clad with weatherboards. The west gable 
end has flush eaves and a rebuilt slate chimney. The interior of the main block 
is clad with flush board walls and ceiling and painted random width flooring. 
The small fireplace is faced with handmade bricks and has a plain shelf for a 
mantelpiece. 2 The structure now bears little resemblance to its antebellum 
appearance, so it is considered a non-contributing resource for this nomination. 

3. Gravestone. Non-contributing. 

This impressive marble slab has a willow tree carved above the epitaph (see 
exhibit) and is paired with a foot-stone marked 

J. R. 
1824 

It appears to be the only survIvIng marked grave in what may have been a family 
cemetery. Further investigation is necessary to establish the presence of such a 
cemetery. Although the headstone contributes to an understanding of the history 
of this property, the stone is classified as non-contributing for the purposes 
of this nomination because it falls outside the period of significance. 

4. Slave/Tenant House Ruins. Non-contributing. 

Lying in heavily overgrown woods near the existing slave/tenant house, 
these ruins, including piles of slate from at least two chimneys, present an 
archaeological challenge and possible clues to dating the house. Pending an 
investigation by a professional archaeologist, this nomination may be amended to 
classify these ruins as a contributing resource. 
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5 Randle House - Stanly County, NC 

EXHIBIT 

In Memory of 
John Randle Esq. 

who died 
on the 13th of February 1824 

in his 40th year. 
He was a man of great worth, 

vlho discharged 
in an exemplary manner, 

the Duties of 
Husband, Father and Friend: 

and with ability and integrity, 
every Trust, confided to him. 

He was a polite Gentleman, 
possessed of a Disposition, 

cheerful, benevolent and kind; 
and of a Mind, 

strong, highly cultivated, 
and adorned by Literature; 

and with all 
He was a pious man; 

Trusting in his Redeemer, 
his Soul awaits 

the Reward of his Virtues. 

T. Walker 
s Ch ton, S.C. 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

SUMMARY 

Before 1800, a plantation system evolved in Stanly County in the bottom 
lands along the Pee Dee and Rocky Rivers known as the "Fork" section. Except 
for scattered instances, the Fork section was unique in the county in that it 
was settled by families who developed their land acquisitions into holdings of 
several hunded acres or more, worked by slaves. This "plantation society" 
constituted only a small segment of Stanly's population which consisted mainly 
of yeomen carving out subsistence farms. The Randle (later "Randall") family 
first began acquiring property in this area in 1778, and so imprinted their 
influence on the land that the nearby church, roads, and surrounding area are 
still referred to as "Randall's" even though the plantation passed from their 
ownership in 1847. As one of the small number of two-story plantation houses 
remaining in the Fork section and Stanly County overall, the two-story frame 
Randle House today is the most visible expression of the family's tenure here. 
Distinguished by Federal/Greek Revival detailing, the Randle House has been 
restored with care so that its original front block closely replicates its 
early nineteenth century appearance. Typical of the other plantation houses, 
the Randle House represents the vernacular building traditions of the place 
and era and exhibits restrained transitional stylistic features. Thus the house 
possesses architectural significance as a rare preserved example of the county's 
plantation houses. It is not known exactly when the Randle House was built, but 
the visible fabric of the main block suggests a construction date in the second 
quarter of the nineteenth century. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The second half of the eighteenth century saw significant migration into the 
lower Piedmont of North Carolina, including lands drained by the Pee Dee River 
in Anson County. Most of this land, which in 1779 became a part of Montgomery 
County and in 1841 became Stanly County, was settled by yeomen who created 
small, self-sufficient farms. However, planters developed the fertile area along 
the west bank of the Pee Dee and north bank of the Rocky River (the "Fork" 
section) into large landholdings. These families owned slaves and constituted 
the area's "plantation society," a small segment of Stanly's population. The 
village of Allenton, abandoned in the early nineteenth century, became the 
commercial center for this section and may have had some fine homes. 
The Randle House near the banks of Lake Tillery is one of five remaining 
dwellings associated with Stanly's early gentry. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND (continued) 

The Randles (the spelling has ranged from Randolph, Rendol, and Randle to 
Randall) migrated with several other families from Brunswick County, Virginia, 
first purchased land in present day Stanly County in the 1770s, and established 
farms near the two rivers. Much documentation was lost in Anson and Montgomery 
County courthouse fires during the period of significance of the nominated 
property. The first surviving land entries for John Randle are dated 1778, 
totaling 500 acres incorporating the Randle House property and lying along the 
"Widow Snuggs line." The Snuggs family still occupy this property adjacent 
to the Randle House. In subsequent years, Randle added to his holdings. This 
John Randle is often referred to or described as "Dum," "d," and "Deaf" in the 
records. According to family tradition, he was a wealthy man and died childless. 

Like his relatives and friends, Dumb John Randle, 1742-187, espoused the 
new "Methodist way," having lived in the "Cradle of Methodism" in southeast 
Virginia. He opened his horne for services to traveling preachers Beverly Allen 
and Jesse Lee in the early 1780s and often to the "Prophet of the Long Road," 
Bishop Francis Asbury.3 Asbury, the first bishop of the new Methodist Episcopal 
Church of the United States, documented his visits to the Randle horne where he 
preached until the congregation built a church nearby c. 1790. 4 This church is 
still known as Randall's United Methodist Church. 

After "Dumb John" Randle's death, the property passed to his nephew, John 
Randle (1784-1824) and his wife, nee Elizabeth Marshall, who continued the 
family's support of and allegiance to Methodism. It is the younger John Randle 
who is buried in the yard and whose tombstone bears an impressive epitaph. In 
1813, John Randle witnessed a transfer of three acres to the congregation referred 
to as the "Randall Society" in the deed.5 John was Master and Clerk of Court of 
Equity in 1811 and 1812, and he served from 1812 to 1816 in the state legislature. 6 

His two daughters attended Salem Female Academy in Salem, North Carolina.7 State 
newspapers noted John's sudden death at age thirty-nine in

8
1824, after which his 

young widow (b. 1798) continued to operate the plantation. The fifth United 
States census in 1830 lists eighteen slaves in her possession. 9 In late 1835, 
Elizabeth married William Hall, a wealthy planter, and moved to his house which 
still stands in the Fork section, six miles to the south. A pre-marital transfer 
of the Randle property to her brother allowed her use of the farm until her death, 
keeping it safe for her heirs. 10 

The exact construction history of the Randle House is unclear. Tradition 
holds that "Dumb John" built the four room, center passage block. Certain 
features such as the brick box beneath the west first floor hearth unique in 
Stanly County, but typical of his former environs, provide some support for this 
tradition. Other elements, particularly the flat-panel wainscoting in the first 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND (continued) 

floor center passage and the enclosed staircase, are characteristic of late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century houses and suggest a building date during 
John and Elizabeth Randle's ownership. The presence of a Georgian lock in the 
east upper room of the main block also suggests a construction date of late 
eighteenth or early nineteenth century, but could have been removed from an 
earlier structure. The proportions, windows, and overall exterior and interior 
finish, however, strongly indicate construction or a complete overbuilding in 
the second quarter of the nineteenth century, after John Randle's death in 1824. 
It is probable that Elizabeth allowed her brother-in-law, Frederick Randle, to 
occupy the Randle farm sometime after 1830. A case in a Court of Equity was 
settled in favor of Frederick to allow him to enjoy possession of the "premises" 
until her children reached majority.11 This suggests the possibility that 
Frederick Randle constructed or completely overbuilt the house during his 
occupation in the 1830s. Prior to 1840, he followed the emigration trend of 
the time and moved his growing family to Georgia. 

Edmond Lilly purchased the property from the Randle heirs in 1847 and less 
than three years later sold it to Alpha Swaringen, a neighboring planter. A 
comparison of the 1847 Randle-Lilly and 1850 Lilly-Swaringen deeds also 
indicates the possibility of construction, significant remodelling or addition 
to a building during those years. There is a difference of $700 in the purchase 
prices of the same tract of land. 12 

Swaringen's widow and his daughter and son-in-law, James F. Parker, 
operated the farm, a store on the Pee Dee River shore east of the slave/tenant 
houses, and a mill on the river at the southeast corner of the plantation. The 
Parkers' son, William, inherited the property, but he moved into Norwood after a 
after a disastrous 1908 barn fire in which all his livestock perished, renting 
the house to tenants. It was William who added a room, later removed, to the 
east end of the front porch. 13 

Carolina Power and Light Company bought the farm in 1925 prior to comple
tion of a dam which submerged the mill, the store and the river lowlands. 14 In 
1929, that company sold what was left to the Harris-McAulay Company, the heirs 
of which held it until 1952 when it was converted into a dairy farm by Dr. E. S. 
Bivens. 15 Albemarle attorney Lane Brown and his wife, Janet, bought the long
abandoned house and 75 acres in 1970. 16 They restored the residence, modified 
the slave/tenant dwelling and allowed a dairy farmer to grow crops on the land, 
much of which they later sold. On recommendation of the Stanly County Historic 
Properties Commission, the Randle House was designated a local historic property 
by the county Board of Commissioners in 1975. Current owners, Mary Lou and Harold 
Harned purchased the farm with the remaining seventeen acres in 1986, adding 
another ten acres in 1989 for their nursery operation. 17 
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ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT 

As Stanly's planter families consolidated their landholdings and their 
plantation system, they built houses in the early to mid-nineteenth century 
which afforded them more space and comfort. These structures were based on 
established standards of plan, technology, and workmanship and reflected in a 
conservative manner the fashionable architecture of the day. Like many 
North Carolina houses of their era, most of Stanly County's plantation houses 
of the 1820's through the 1850's fit the term "transitional," displaying 
elements of the Federal and Greek Revival styles in a variety of combinations. 

Although two-story houses increased in number after 1835, they remained 
relatively rare through the end of the antebellum period, and there were very 
few stylish examples. Of this elite group, only three remain in good repair, 
all in the Fork section of southeast Stanly. The William Wall House, c. 1835-
1840, was built with a hipped roof and two-tiered portico typical of the Greek 
Revival style and interior features such as mantelpieces and woodwork in the 
Federal style. The Watkins-Thompson House, c. 1850-1855, exhibits verticality 
in the overall form and tall, relatively narrow windows suggesting the Federal 
style, and a low hipped roof in the Greek Revival taste. Its interior presents 
Greek Revival doors and wainscoting with a parlor cornice influenced by Federal 
designs. In the same traditional vein, the Randle House has exterior detailing 
such as extended eaves with pronounced returns, wide frieze boards and pilaster 
cornerboards in the Greek Revival style. Its interior features mantelpieces, 
doors and surrounds in the same taste, with flat panel wainscoting and chair 
rails showing the Federal influence. A fourth two-story plantation house of the 
period, the c. 1830 Reap House in the Endy community, also has a center hall 
plan, enclosed stair and Greek Revival style woodwork, but it is now in ruinous 
condition. All of these houses exhibit restrained ornamentation executed by 
local craftsmen using hand tools. The designs of their decorative elements are 
modest, the Wall House wood graining and mantelpieces being the most elaborate. 18 

The builders of these plantation houses employed heavy timber framing 
technology in their construction. The main block of the Randle House rests on 
four hand hewn beams twelve inches square. These beams are mortised and tenoned 
at the corners and secured with pegs. First floor joists are limbed and debarked 
tree trunks which extend the width of the main block. Hand hewn attic joists 
are four inches by eight inches by twenty feet, and rafters are tree trunks of 
five inches in diameter. 

The 1970 restoration of the Randle House was planned to retain and 
reproduce where necessary as much as possible of the nineteenth century fabric 
of the main block. The front porch, certain windows,and roof features such as 
extended eaves were reconstructed according to remaining evidence and paint 
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and structural clues. Weatherboarding and exterior embellishments such as frieze 
and corner boards were retained and the shouldered brick chimneys were rebuilt. 
Old glass replaced broken panes. The exterior restoration continues: old 
pegged blinds, removed and stored in 1970, have been repaired and hung, brick 
steps to the front porch will give way to plain wood ones, and a wood shingle 
roof soon will replace the asphalt shingles. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

The property being nominated consists of 14 acres bounded by the heavy 
black line on the accompanying 1986 survey prepared by T. W. Harris and 
Associates, Incorporated. 

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION 

The boundary includes fields, slave/tenant house, gravestone, and site of 
other slave/tenant houses which were part of the plantation landscape and 
have remained continually associated with it. The remaining associated acreage 
that is excluded from the nominated area now is utilized as a nursery. 
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